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DiVYol sPin Q5 20W50
High Performance Multi-grade Motorcycle Oil

Applications 
Divyol Spin Q520W50 is a high performance multigrade motorcycle oil specially formulated for modern four stroke engines. It helps 
you get the maximum performance from motorcycles even in difficult riding conditions. It is ideal for lubrication of engine, integrated 
gear box and wet clutch. It is recommended for all high powered modern and earlier models of four stroke engines with integral gear 
boxes and wet clutches. It is suitable for all the four stroke engines used by leading manufacturers like Hero Moto Corp, Honda, TVS 
Suzuki, TVS, Kinetic, Mahindra, LML, etc.

Specifications 
Divyol Spin Q520W50 motorcycle oil is developed using fine grade performance hydro-processed group II base oils and additives. It is 
compatible with four stroke engines of Japanese origin. It meets and exceeds specifications of all the leading manufacturers of stroke 
engines. It also conforms to performance levels API SJ and JASO MA2.

Pack Sizes 
900 mL, 1 L, 26 L, 50 L, 210 L.

Advantages 
Divyol Spin Q520W50 motorcycle oil ensures clean combustion and maximum cleanliness of the engine. It provides complete 
protection to engine parts from wear, corrosion and varnish. It also protects the gear during frequent gear changes. The oil helps 
prevent breakdowns even at high temperatures and reduces vibrations and noise. It also leads to reduced oil consumption and  
longer change over intervals. The benefits add up to a cost effective way to get maximum performance from your vehicle throughout 
the year.

Sr. 
No. Characteristics Test Method UOM Specifications

1 Appearance Visual - Bright and clear

2 Colour, max. ASTM D 1500 - Natural

3 Specific gravity at 29.5 ºC ASTM D 1298 - To report

4 Kinematic viscosity at 100 ºC ASTM D 445 cSt 16.3 – 21.3

5 Viscosity index, min. ASTM D 2270 - 110

6 Flash point, min. COC ASTM D 92 ºC 215

7 TBN, min. ASTM D 2896 mg KOH/g of oil 5.5

8 Pour point, max. ASTM D 97 ºC -21

Disclaimer: Gandhar makes no warranties, representation or conditions of any kind expressed or implied for use with respect to these products.  
Final determination of suitability of the product for the application contemplated by the users is solely their responsibility.

Storage: All packages should be stored under cover. Avoid direct sun light or heat. Keep the container in closed / properly sealed condition to avoid contamination.

Handling, Health & safety: As with all the products, please take care to avoid environmental contamination when disposing of this product. Do not dispose the used oil 
to soil, drains and water. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. After skin contact wash with soap and water. This product should not cause any health problems when used 

in the applications suggested and the guidance provided in the safety data sheet (SDS) is followed.


